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SUMMQARY

tThis final technical report describes the result of two programs concerned

wihhigh power lager propagation through the atmosphere that are particularly
important to the Navy high energy laser program. The first study deals witht

an xpeimetallaboratory simulation of moving stagnation zones a problem
which can be quite serious for the Navy application. The second study is the
propagation and nion-linea~r interaction or a high intensity laser with. water
droplets or fog, again in a laboratory simulation experiment under realistic
conditions. The experimental results are given in terms of non-dimensional
parameters which can be interpreted in terms of real outside atmospheric
conditions. In addition, the results are modeled by simplified analytic
expressions which should find wide use in systems analysis of Navy scenarios.

The stagnation zone, a region of the propagation path with no net motion
between the laser beam and the air can occur in a number of Navy scenarios.
It is particularly serious because in such a region the absorption of laser
beam energy causes more severe heating and thus stronger thermal h'-'ming
than would result if there were relative motion. Under Navy sponsorship in

a programpreceding this one, westudied the problem of afixed santo
zone, because of its simplicity and experimental tractability. We determined
that the initial distortion increased in severity but that the distortion (and
thus intensity on target) reached a quasi-steady state value. An analytic
model was found which predicted quite accurately the experimental results.
In more realistic situations, the stagnation zone i 's not stationary but
has an axial motion, due normally to changes in the laser beam slew rate.
The motion of the stagnation zone can influence the thermal distortion and
the ii.fluence of stagnation zone motion is the subject of the present contract.
Details o2 the experiment and analytic modeling are contained in Section A.
Basically what we found was, under realistic conditions, the thermal distor-
tion caused by a moving stagnation zone followed the quasi-steady state
distortion. Thus the transient behavior of the intensity on target is des-
cribed by the steady state solutions of the stationery zones which is modeled
analytically. Thus the potentially complicated problem is reduced to a more
simple form which can be handled analytically. One other aspect of this prob-

lemo remains to be investigated and this is the effect of a noncoplanarI
engagement geometry where the problem is no longer confined to a two dimensional
phase but includes a second component of slew due to a difference in altitude ¼
between the target and the laser source.

The second area of this final report discusses the results of the ex-
perimental program to examine the interaction of high intensity laser radia-
tion with fog with particular emphasis on the non-linear thermaal blooming t
of the laser beam caused by the water droplet absorption. The program was
primarily experimental, utilizing an 8 kW CW CO2 laser, a 10 meter long cell,
seeded with micron size water drops, and associated diagnostic equipment.

iv
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At intensities of a kW/cm2 and scaled Navy scenario conditions, it was found

that the laser intertaction led to vaporization of the droplets. This vapor-
ization had two positive effects. 1) it redu'ced the linear loss of laser beam
energy due to parti,]..I elimination of the fog and 2) the thermal distortion is
signifieawtly less than that p::-edicted by the unperturbed conditions. (Previous
to this study thermal blooming predictions were based only on initial condi-
tions). The contribution of hydrosol absorption to thermal blooming was modeled
by an analytic expression where the vaporization of particules acted as a
saturable absorber. Insufficient data was obtained under the present funding
to verify all aspects of the hydrosol induced blooming. The details of
the experimental procedure and results are contained in Section B of this
report.

tI
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CW TIHBl4Ai BLOOMIfNG IN A MOVVING STAGNATION ZONE

SECTION Al

I ~INTRODUCTI ON

This report describes an excperimental investigation of thermal blooming
occuring in stagnation zones, volumes of medium in which there occurs no
net flow transverse to the laser axis, which move axially between the tar-
get and the laser. The study focusses first on the expansion of the data
base for laser beam intensity degradation by stationary stagnation zones
over a range of beam focussing ratios and attenuation and then uses this
data base for comparison with data taken with moving stagnation zones.
This report is divided into five sections: Section II describes the apparatus
and some of the experimental results, Section III reviews the theory used
for understanding the effect of' a stagnation zone on laser bean propagation
and proposes a modification on the earlier form of this theory, Section IV
presents the experimental resu~lts and Section V the conclusions, principally

* that thermal blooming in a stagnation zone, stationary or moving, is charac-
tentzed by a single thermal blooming parameter with the temporal variation
of the on-target intensity in the moving zone case being determined by the
time dependence of this parameter.
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SECTION All

EXPERItnIAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUME~NTION

A. INTRODUCTION '
The apparatus used in the experiments was described only in general terms

section.

B. APPARATUS KINEMATICS

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. Al. The absorption cell is
mounted on r. plate which is driven by an electric motor-gearbox as•-ioly at
speed c . As shown, the top of the cell is free to rotate about tie pivotpoint atL ts base and is coupled to a second motor-gearbox assembly which

in turn is attached to the same plate on which the cell is mounted. This
second motor drives the top of the cell at a time varying speed,, + 2t,,

in direction orposite to x . The way in which and S are controlled is
described in Ref. 1 as is ?he way in which the speed of the cell top is
monitored. For the situation shown in Wig. 1, the position yo of a stagna-
tion zone center is given in terms of the cell length, I by(lC

Y0 :(" 0/*j) (,+Xjt/X)'. A-II-1

C. LASER OPTICAL TRAIN

The optical train used for conditioning the laser beam in these experiments
is now described in somewhat more detail than was done in Ref. 1. The laser
used in these experiments was a water cooled electric discharge CO laser
approximately two meters long equipped with a 10 m radius of curvature totally
reflecting end mirror and a 65 percent reflecting germanium flat decoupling
mirror. Zinc selenide or sodiv= chloride flats at Brewster's angle were used
intracavity to vacuum seal the laser discharge. To control the oscillation
mode of the laser, an adjustable irib was positioned at the output window
and the iris diameter was decreased to suppress oscillation at modes other than
TEM . Care had to be taken to avoid excessive clcsure of this iris as it was,
tfoun that doing so apertured the gaussian shaped output intensity spetial
distribution of the laser and resulted in Fresnel diffraction and spreading
of the output. The largest output power used in the experiments performed

was 30 watts. Losses in the optical train were found to increase slightly with
time so that, for 30 watts le.ser output, 18 watts were typically incident on

LL.
r.1
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the absorption cell in experiments performed early in the study, with this power
decreasing to 16 watts in the later experiments. An adjustable telescope, con-
sisting of two germanium lenses of +6.8 cm and +13 cm focal length, was used to
fccus the laser output onto the detector. These lenses are shown in Fig. Al
to be in the "beam expander" sequence with the shorter focal length lens
positioned first in the beam. With this configuration a value of about 4.5
could be attained for the degree of focus, F, defined as the ratio of bean
diameter at the cell entrance to the diameter at the cell exit. With the
lenses interchanged, the value of F attained was 1.2. The laser was turnedon and off in these exrperiments by withdrawing and inserting a knif-- edge
shutter at the beam waist in the telescope, the point were the beam diameter
is the smallest in the entire optical train. The time elapsed in withdrawing
the knife edge from the beam waist was determined by monitoring the laser power
at the detector, with the pivoting mirror stationary, as a function of time
while the knife edge was withdrawn. The turn-on time, defined as-1he time
elapsed for the detected signal to reach a fraction equal to (1-e ) of its
fLll value, was measured to be 0.8 msec when the telescope was in the beam
expander mode. This "time" is of course determined by the speed of the knife
edge and the diameter of the beam at the waist the latter being equal to the
product of the focal length of the first telescope lens and the laser beam
divergence angle. Accordingly, the turn or. time in the case where the longer
focal length lens is the first telescope lens is seen to be 1.6 msec. It is
important that the turn on time be small compared tj the time characteristic
for CW thermal blooming, defIned as the time elapsed for the peak intensity
at the detector to equal e of its unperturbed value. For the most extreme
experimental conditions encountered (16 W laser power, ten atmospheres CO, F
4.8) the blooming time is calculated, from a formula given in the appendix , for
the apparatus to be a 8.8 msec and therefore large compared to the turn on time
so that the finite magnitude of the latter will not affect the experimental
results. At the lower, F a 1.2, focussing ratio, the blooming time is 75 msec,
and the same conclusion holds.

The focussing ratio, F, as will be seen, is of importance to the parameters
vbhih characterize thermal blooming severity. For a beam of gaussian spatial
intensity distribution the beam radius is defined as the displacement from beam
center at which the intensity is e of its value at center, which in turn can
be expressed in team, of the beam diameter, d' and the total beam power P by
the ratio P/(u/4d* ). A!ernately, the value of d' is the diameter within which
a fraction equal to (l-- ) of P is containeC. The value of F is calculated by
first measuring the value of d* at the exit of the telescope and at the detector
onto which the telescope focus the beam and using the relationsh: :. which expresses
the dependence cf d0 at distances z from the deteutor:

d*(z)da (0)2+ Z2 d'(L) 2 1Z)Vz, A-II-2

SLI 1 "" '. .... 2
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where L, the dist',nce from the detector to the telescope, is the focal length
of the latter.

The quantity d*(L) is obtained by installing an adjustable iris at the out-
put lens of the telescope and measuring P(d), the power at the detector when
the iris diameter is d. The relevant plot of this experimental data is
ln(l-P(d)/P) vs d , and d*(L) is the value of d for which the ordinate has a
v&lue of minus one. One such plot is shown in Fig. A2 from which it is seen
that the value of d*(L) is 1.1 cm.

The value of d0 (0) is obtained using the pivoting mirror shown in Fig. Al
in conjunction with the detector, liquid Nitrogen cooled gold doped germanium
equipped with a 0.02 cm pinhole aperture, which samples the beam intensity as
it is swept across the latter by the mirror. The mirror is mounted in a general
scanning G300PD motor driven by a Tektronix AF501 Band Pass Filter run as an
oscillator. The beam turned by the mirror follows an oscillatory path and is
sweeped across the detector aperture at a speed, 2wvB d, determined by the dis-
placement of the aperture from the mirror, d, the oscTllator frequency, %, and
the maximum angular deflection of the mirror, e . The detector output,m
terminated by a lO1flreslstor (resulting RC response time is I Usec) is ampli-
fied by a second AF50 Band Pass Filter and displayed on an oscilloscope. One
such oscillogram is presented in Fig. A3. The value of d*(0) is given by the
product of the sweep speed, 810 cm/sec, and the time interval for which the
measured intensity exceeds e of its maximum value. For the sweep shown In
Fig. A3, the value of d*(0) is seen to be 0.095 cm, five times larger than the
pinhole and which, when combined with d*(L) the positions of the entrance (124 cm)
and exit (20 cm) windows in Eq. 2 (A-II-2) gives a value of 4.8 for the degree
of focus.

D. GAS HANDLING

One of the quantities to which thermal blooming is sensitive is the product
of the linear attenuation coefficient, a, and 1, the length of the range or,
in laboratory experiments, the gas cell. Therefore, two different gas mixtures
were employed in tie present experiments. For at values up to 0.2 a mixture
of nitrogen and propylene was used while for a value of 0.45, purp O0 was
used. For either mixture the total gas pressure was ten atmospheres ibsolute
to minimize the role of conduction relative to(mnvection in determining the
thermal blooming properties in the experiment.

E. DATA COLLECTION

In a stationary medium, the effect of thermal blooming is to spread the
laser power symmetrically about the beam axis, but putting the medium in motion
cau3es the spreading to be symmetric only about the plane passing through the
beam axis and parallel to the medium velocity, with the maximum intensity in

this plane not always coinciding with the unperturbed beam axis. Since the

k4
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quantity of interest in the present study was the behavior of this maximum
intensity, the data records consisted of sweeping the beam across the detector
aperture in the plane described above at a frequency of 166 Hz and observing
the variation of the maximum intensity in this plane with o' x and x for
various combinations of F, at, and P.

Figure A4 presents the data records of two experimental runs. Each
record consists of two traces. The top trace in each case is the laser
detector output as a function of time. This output appears as a series of
spikes, each of which represents a sweep of the beam across the detector face
as described above. The bottom trace represents the output of a GE H13BI
Photon Coupled Interrupter Module, essentially a compact light source and
deteczor, which measures the amount of light at a fixed point through the
photograph of a grid of alternating zones of high and low opacity. This grid,
as indicated in Fig. Al, is fixed to a point displaced 74 cm from the cell
pivot so that x is determined by noting the elapsed time between two maxima
in the bottom trace and combining this with the known distance, 0.055 cm
between opacity minima on the film and tie knowledge of the position of the
film relative to the cell pivot. In Fig. Aha xý is observed to be zero and
i has a value of 5.4 cm/sec. •n contrast, the ;'g. Ahb indicates a value of
5.7 cm/sec for i and 27 cm/sec for x1 . For both experiments x had a value
of 4.0 cm/sec so that Fig. Aha represents thermal blooming in a stationary
stagnation zone situated at 75 cm above the entrance window and in Fig. Ahb
the stagnation zone, situated initially 69 cm above the entrance, moves toward
the entrance window as given by Eq. A-II-I. It is seen that the laser inten-
sity for these two runs shows a different temporal development, begoming
constant at a relatively low value in Fig. A4a but passing through a minimum

and increasing mar'kedly in Fig. A4b. The reasons for this temporal develop-
ment will be discissed in later sections.

Generally, the quantity of interest for comparison with analytic models of
thermal blooming is ot the measured intensity but rather the intensity norma-
lized by that which ould be incident to the detector in the absence of thermal
blooming or the intensity as indicated, for an empty cell, by the maximum in

the trace in Fit. A3 corrected only for the linear attenuation due to molecular

absorption, e . When at is small as in Fig. 4, the thermal blooming time is

large enough and the intensity of the bloomed beam large enough to permit both

the temporally varying intensity, I(t), and the normalizing intensity, 1(0) to
be read from the same oscillogram. For larger at values it was found that 1(0)

was an elusive quantity to measure. One reason for this was that the thermal

blooming time, on the order of 8.8 msec was comparable to the -Uncertainty
in the zero time point in the oscillogram due to the fact that the oscillo-

scope was triggered by the first beam sweep across the detector which could

lag behind the true beam turn-on at the knife wedge shutter by half the pivot

mirror sweep period or 6 asec. In addition, for large at the intensity of

the bloomed beam was so small as to require additional amplification at the

5
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oscilloscope to facilitate its measurement in which case I(0) was off scale
on the os:-illogram. In this situation empty cell inte~isity traces such as
that shown in Fig. A3 were taken as ctlibration points and 1(0) was then
the product of this intensity and e and could be rendered useful to
normalizing the data on an oscillogram merely by multiplication by the addi-
tional amplification factor used in obtaining the oscillogram.

A

f I

It
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SECTION AIII

ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR THEPMAL BLOOMING BY STAGNATION ZONES

A. INTRODUCTION

(3)As past studies have shown , thermal blooming is a phenomenon which
degrades leaser propagation and is influenced by a number of factors which
include beam power, P, the degree of focusing, F, the linear attenuation
over the range at, and medium properties such as density, p, heat capac-
ity, c , and refractive index temperature coefficient, U T . It has been

found Eelpful to devise models for thermal blooming under the varying condi-
tions of interest to derive thermal blooming parameters which include in a
single quantity the properws listed above along with properties peculiar to
the condition of interes For the stationary stagnation zone problem,
this was done by Berger who modeled the stagnation zone as a fixed thin

Sthermal lens of constant properties which distorted the on-target intensity
by shifting the focal point of the beam. In this section, a modified form of
Berger's treatment is introduced to provide an alternate parameter for charac-
terizing thermal blooming in the presence of a stagnation zone.

Berger's thin thermal lens, treatment strictly holds for stagnation zones
only for those cases in which the properties and position of the lens are
constant in time. In an attempt to obtain a treatment of stagnation zone
thermal blooming which includes non-steady state effects, a second model, also
has been developed and is described in Appendix AI.

B. S'TADY STATE THIN THERMAL LENS MODEL OF STAGNATION ZONE THERMAL BLO0ITNG r
(4i)

As stated originally by Berger the effect of a stagnation zone on laser
beam propagation can be seen by considering a thin thermal lens of negative
focal length to be positioned in the beam at the stagnation zone. The focal
length of this lens is given in terms of the medium properties, the beam
radius, a(z'), at z', the location of the stagnation zon* in the range, the
"on-time of the laser, t, and the thickness of the lens, 6z, a quantity to be

S~dealt with further at a later point:

f: pCPO(z,//sG) 4

ttI

t _ _ 7xpp~'4{.Tat%) AIII
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The unperturbed laser beam, propagating in the z direction, is considered to
have a radius a at its origin, to converge to a focus a distance P' beyond
z', and the effect of the tCin lens iL to increase the distance to a value R
whose magnitude is given by the thin lens law:

Re+Z'

R'+ Z'

(o(z), z')

0 O
where Re R'f/(R'+ f).

Of interest is the intensity at a point zf between z' and R'+z' where

2I(zf): P/ '(z f) ), (A-III-2)

and a'(z) denotes the z dependence of the perturbed beam radius:

a'(z): Oo(R'/Re)(Re 4 Z'-Z) /(R'+ z') (A-Ill- 3)

The variation I(zf) with the popition and properties of the lens is readily
expressed by 00Zf -2 d.,z, f" . ./oo'(z,)v0II~f.)...dR'+• z -Oz'4. "- . dRe(Ai-)

X(z-) Roe/z (A-i--2)

z, (Zf) Re e ;R I
where the first two terms in bracketc relate to lens position while the third
relates to lens properties. In principle, solution to the moving stagnation
zone problem is given by the solution of Eq. (A-III-4). In practice it is
convenient first to fix the position of the lens and consider the stationary
stagnation zone problem. In this case, Eq. (A-III-4) is readily integrated to
give

8
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0a (z f *,

At this point in his development, Berger points out that there comes av
time after which the increase in engergy, Pt, depositad at thoi stagnation none'
to cause the lens' focal length to decrease is balanced by the decrease in
8z due to convective cleanout of heated medium 'y motion of the latter normal
to the beam axis at points other than the rtagration zon:: center. Once this
steady state is reached, Berger postulates that 8z is replaced by the quantity
)4a(z')/w, where w is both the angular velocity of the medium about the stagna-
tion zone and also the slew rate of the tE.rget about the laser. Ma_.:g use of
the analysis of the apparatus in Ref. 1 and including the factor e which
accounts for the attenuation of the laser beam prwer in the path preceding the
stagnation zone, Eq. A-IIT-5 can be written in terms of the apparatý.q
parameters:

r ss(zf) 2Irss (i+N0 Y(A-III-6)
I(Zf ,o)

where

N--- 4 (1"T) a P12F3(•L 4 +-•" (O/*)So, . ~(A-II7
7TpCp Oj(F*j +IF-lifo

In practice, I was found not to follow strictly Eq. (A-III-6) but i •ead
to be character Zed by the thermal blooming parameter NQ according to

Irss 0(+ 0.85 No+ 0.09 No)". (A-III-8)

The credibility of thi,.11del for stapnation zone thermal blooming; was enhanced
further by the finding that, in addition to being a useful parameter for
characterizing the thermal blooming data, N Q correctly predicts the staling of

thermal blooming severity with the focusing ratio, F', this scaling berng linear
in F in the limit of large F.

9
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Central to Berger's treatment is the statement that t&s equaling 4a(z')/w
expresses the steady state situation that convectiv'. cleanout of he~tLd
medium at the ends of the range places the limit to the s'-rength of the leis;
an alternative treatment is the statement that t6.z simply be on the order of
a /w or a (z )/w after the e.stablishment of the sieaey s-oate, The replaer'ent.'
O? t.z by a fz )iw results in a therLmal blooming distoftion parameter
independent of F at large F, in variance with Fleck's analyticel resUts.
In contrast, replecing t~z with e. /w gives

N : 'L I:)aPJ2z F4 X.&,(X2,t" ,0 )e"°W('*0o1'A)•

NZ 0T F(A-III-9)
7TPCP a -3 (Fk 5 +(FA*O,53

as the relevant blooming parameter in the expression

Irss: (I+ NL)"2  (A-III-lO)

It is found that Eq. (A-Ill-to), like Eq. \A-ITI-6), is not strictly adhered
to but instead an expression, similar to (A-III-8) is developed involving
N to e:cpress the stationary stagnation zone data.

At this point is is interesting to consider some properties of Eq.
(A-III-9). Of particular interest is the severity of thermal blooming and fts
dependence on stagnation zone position and degree of focus. This question is
simplified by considering the function

(FX4 +%( F - 113

which contains all the kinematic and focusing dependence of W._. This function
is plotted vs . in Fig. A5 for the >:dicated values of k andual, the value of

1 0the latter being characteristic for a one meter cell contai.ning ten atmospheres
of CO2 . It iF seen that the effect of increasing F is to cause X to exhioit a
sharper and higher maximum. At large xt, when the stagnation zone is close to
the laser, the value of NL is seen to tend to be linear in F. Conversely, for
a stagnation zone positioned progressively closer to the source, the value of
I is expected to exhibit a minimum with a relatively sharp racovern. for
larger values of F and a shallower minimum for smaller F velu.s. As se~n in
Fig. AIb the value of Ir does indeed exhibit a minimim followed by a marked
recovery as the stagnation zone moves toward th- source, suggeoting that for

i10
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the gas mixture and zone velocity considered, the instantaneous value of Ir
is given by I corresponding to the instantaneous value of NL As is the
case for N i1sis not expected that the measured value of I to be given
in terms o4 N exactly as ir. Eq. (A-III-6) but that I show a functionalL rssdependence on the many quantities of importance to blooming in the presence
of a stagnation zone through the single parameter N

L

I:
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SECTION AIV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The results of the measurements of Ir for propagation through a stagnation
zone are presented in this section. In the first subsection, properties of
stationary stagnation zones are investigated, specifically the dependence of
It on linear attenuation over the range and degree of focus, and the experi-.

mental results, along with those of Berger( 5)(6) and analytical results by
sevra wokes a pesete byBeger( are shown as functions of NQ and

NL. In the second subsection, thermal blooming in a moving stagnation zone
is examined., again as a function of attenuation, degree of focus and laser
power. The prinicple conclusion is that for the zone velocities considered,
the time dependence of Ir is determined by the time dependence of NL or Nq
and the sensitivity of Ir in the stationary zone case on these parameters.

B. STATIONARY STAGNATION ZONES

As was discovered by Berger and as is indicated in Fig. A)a, the value
of Ir for a beam propagating through a stationary zone experiences a transient
decay before assuming a constant value whose magnitude is determined by the
properties of the propagating medium, the laser beam and the kinematics
determining the stagnation zone position in the range. Data obtainerl from
oscillograms as that in Fig. Aha is shown in Fig. A6 which illustrates the
dependence of Ir on kinematics for the indicated values of focusing degree
and attenuation over the range. Qualitatively, the value of Ir is seen to
behave in a manner consistant with that shown for X(Xi, ko' 5) in Fig. A5,
exhibitin5 a sharp drop as the net wind speed at the exit window increases
through zero, a minimum soon thereafter and gradual increase at still larger net
wind speeds. This behavior gives rise to the expectation that NL as well as
NQ is a suitable parameter characterizing thermal blooming in a stagnation
zone.

The value of Ir is plotted as a function of NQ in Fig. A7. Also included

is experimental data taken by Berger(5) and analytical results obt i ed by
U2.rich and Wallace and Fleck, as presented by Berger(5), and FleckZ73. The
di.ta taken in the present study is seen to be self conkistant for a fixed

valxe of F. For Berger's data the value of NQ was calculated from Eq. 16 in
Ref. 5 assuming a linear taper in the laser beam radius with range position.
In addition Berger's function R(x) was set equal to unity independent of zone
position.
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In comparing Berger's data with the present, it is recalled that in
some of his experiments, Berger used a detector fixed at the cell eiit so as
to sample the intensity only on the axis of the unperturbed beam while
in others he used a rotating mirror to sweep the beam across the detector
with the cell positioned horizontally thereby giving :ise to bouyancy generated
gas flow(h) transverse to the beam axis. Thus, in the former experiments,
Berger measured a property, the "on-axis" intensity, different than that
measured in the latter and in the present experiment, the "maximum intensity".
As calculated by Fleck(7) the latter is expected to exceed the former by as
much as a factor of two. However, it is seen that the scatter in the experi-
mental results obscures this difference except for the tendency in Bergers
data to lie slightly but consistently lower than the present at a given value
of the distortion parameter.

In Fig. A8 thie dependence of Ir on NL is presented. The only discernable
differ!nce between the presentations in Figs. A7 and A8 is the tendency of
the data to be some,'hat more tightly clustered about the fi. 'ed curve when
plotted in terms of NL. Agreement with the analytical results is good using
either NQ or NL. For comparison, nr is 'lotted against NL', obtained using
a(yf) in the steady state expression for t~z, in Fig. A9. Presented in
terms of NL', tight clustering about the fitted curve is again observed par-
ticularly for the low F value data. However, agreement with Fleck's calcula-
tions for large F is very poor, indicating that NL' exhibits incorrect
sensitivity to degree of focus.

The stationary stagnation zone data presented here was taken to expand
the data base used in studying moving stagnation zones. In the next sub-
section, moving stagnation zone data is examined and compared to the station-
ary zone data presented above.

C. MOVING STAGNATION ZONES

As seen in Fig. Ahb the value of Ir for the moving stagnation zone case
may exhibit significantly more temporal variation than does its value in the
stationary zone case.

The data of Fig. Ab4b, representing one of several data runs taken at the

indicated at and F values with varying values of y and A,, (A. E R /i ), is
shown in its reduced form in Fig. A10 along with information oftained &rom

steady st;%te data. The data point denoted by a cross is the measured value
taken on the same day, of the steady state Ir in a stationary zone experiment
with the same * and Xo as occurred at the instant of time indicated in the

i oving zone experiment. The coincidence between this point and the moving
zone data indicates that Ir for a moving zone characterized by temporally
varying * and So is determined at any instant by the steady state value of
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I_ corresponding to the values of _ and k at that instant. The solid line
indicates the value of Ir calculatei from ?he curve drawn through the data
in Fig. A8. The agreement between this 'urve and the data is particularly
good with the curve tracing the temporal variation of I as well as itsr
magnitude very well.

A data run, taken for a F value of 1.2 is shown in Fig. All. As predicted
in Fig. A5 the variation of Ir with zone position is less pronounced for the
more weakly focussed case. Also shown are the steady state value of I
predicted by the expression for NL, which also indicates the smaller degree
of temporal variation expected at lower F values.

The results shown in Figs. Al0 and All are seen to be restricted to
values of Ir above about 0.3 with a corresponding restriction on the range

of the relevant thermal blooming parameters studied. To expand this range,
measurements were taken with the apparatus kinematics essentially fixed and
with the value of P varied between 5.6 and 16 W and aZ between 0.21 and
O.45, and the data from these runs is shown as oscillograms in Fig. A12 and
in the steady state parameter plot in Figs. Al3.

Inspection of the data shown in Fig. Al2 reveals that an increase in
the product a and P from .011 to 0.72 W/cm does not affect the ability of
the medium to respond to the presence of the laser beam and the kinematics
of the encounter. The relatively small temporal variation of the peak
intensity as observed in Fig. Al2a is due to the fact that the dc 'arture
of Ir from unity is relatively small under these conditions. The data in
Fig. A12 is reduced and plotted in Fig. A13 as a function of NL. In this
plot only Ir values occuring after the initial transient are plotted. This
data is compared in each figure with the steady state data of Fig. A3. In
each comparison the moving zone data is seen to correlate with the previously
existing steady state data within the experimental reproducability exhibited
by the latter. As a result the conclusion is drawn that, for the encounter
kinematics considered in the mehsurement, Ir, once having reached a value
corresponding to the steady state value Irss associated with the thermal
blooming parameter NL (or NQ), will change in accordance with the sensitiv-
ity of Irss to the time varying value of NL. IT is important to emphasize
that Ir is determined by NL only after a steady state condition is reached.
For example, the data in Fig, A12 correspond to a situation in which a
stagnation zone passes into the range from behind the target. This occurs
at roughly 0.1 sec in the oscillograms shown. Prior to that time, no
stagnation zone is present and Ir is given quite acrately in terms of
Gebhardt and Smith's thermal blooming parameter N. The data shown in
Fig. A13 were all taken at times equal to or greater than 0.25 sec, leaving
a time interval of 0.15 nec in which NL overestimated, by as great as an
order of magnitude, the severity of thermal blooming. This interval is seen

14
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from Fig. A12 to be independent of the responsivity of the medium, which
is proportional to aP, and this indicates that the time required to set up
the stealy state condition is established by the kinematics of the cell as
expressed by some elationship between tBz and the ratio of the beam radius

at some point, in the range to w.

D. STEADY STATE PARAMETERS

In the preceeding paragraphs three distinct stagnation zone parameters,
designated NL'I NQ, and NL, have been used in analyzing the data. Each parai-
eter arises from a different approximation for the relationship at steady
state between t1 z and the ratio between the beam radius at some pcint in the
range to w. In the case of N ' the beam radius was that associated with the
end of the range, ar., (af =- atzf)), where, in a focused beam, the radius is
smallest and the contribution to thermal blooming is largest. Although intu-
itively af would thus reem -o be the critical radius in determining the onset
of the steady state, it was seen that NL' becomes less effective in deseribing
steady state thermal blooming by a stagnation zone as the degree of focus
increased. In contrast, NL is derived using aO as the critical beam radius,
and NQ uses as, (as S (a(z')). Both KL and NQ were seen tc exhibit the correct
dependence on the degree of forus with the data exhibiting a nlightly tighter
lit to an analytic function -when expressed in terms of 4L-

It is interesting at this point to try to decide which of the two
parameters NL or N( more accurately describes the phymi s involved in stag-
nation zone thtrmat blooming. In deriving Nq, Be-ger 5 described the
onset of s't-ady state situation with the equation

W(z?- z )ts 2(a zU) + (A-V-l

where 'i and z2 are the boundaries of the "thin" thermal lens. Assuming
a lineer taper for the focused laser bean the right hand side of Eq. (AIV-l)
is equal to 4as and a pot of the experimentally observed value of ?ss,
the time ela~psed at the onset of the steady state, as a function of 4%/zfW
would be expected to be a straight line whose slope is the ratio tf/(z 2 -Zi).
Figure 14 presents such a plot using Bergers data.(5) Berger took his data

parameý:ic in w at fixed z', and the data points denoted with a cross represent
the run at each z' for which w was largest. it is seen that these points fall

closest to the straight line for which zf/(z -z ) equals 5. When the slew rate
is large, transverse convection is most likely to dominate the distribution of
abso,.ted laser energy in the medium and t., will most likely reflect the rate
at which the slew generated transverse flow removes heated medium from the
beam path. At slower slew rates other energy disposal channels such as bowant
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convection increase in importance, and tss is expected to fall below the value
expected for the slew dominated case, As seen in the figure, it would seem
that Perger's value of' 5 for zf/(z2 - zL) is a reasonable lower brand for the
slew dominated case. The NQ model requires that the quantity tss zfw/as be
independent of z' and have a value of about 20. However, when plotted against

Z'/zf, as in Fig. 15, this quantity is seen to show a systematic variation,
increasing linearly vith z'/zf as as decreases. On the other hand, when
plotted against z'/zf as in Fig. 16 for the data of largest slew rate, thequantity tss zfw/a is essentially constant with a value of about 10 as an

upper bound, a value consistant with the data shown in Fig. 17 which presents

t yvs 4 ao/zfW. Ths esenults infer that the value of t ao is determiasd byK rather than by as and is given by

tssu 4io/W fzf 
(A-IV-2) 

J 
b

where the value of f is roughly 2/5. In addition it would seem that NL rather
than N is the relevant parameter in describing laser beam propagation through
•tagna~i on zo~es. 1
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SECTION AV

In this study measurements have been made of the reduction in peak on-
target intensity due to thermal blooming in stagnation zones. Measurements
were carried out for both stationary and moving stagnation zones. The work
involving stationary zones served to expand the data base, initiated by
Berger, to Include a wider range of values of F, at and P. It was found that
the stationary zone data was expressable in terms of a single thermal blooming
parameter, NL, which is a slight modification on Berger's parameter NQ. The
measurements with moving zones indicated that the measured intensity tends to

track the stationary zone value as given in terms of NL with the observed
temporal dependence in the intensity being determined by the temporal depen-
dence of NL.

One area yet to be addressed in this study of moving stagnation zones
relates to the question of just how fast are the zones studied moving and how
fast are the zones typically encountered in the naval scenario expected to
move. The quantity relevant to this question is obtained from considering the
position of the stagnation zone within the range as a function of time which
for the laboratory apparatus is given by Eq. (AII-l). Routine calculations
reveal that dy /dt is largest for time zero and when the zone is just enter-

0ing the range,

dyo

dt 'maximum -1o

(AV-l)

For the naval scenario considered in Ref. 1, this value of ýo(max) can be
calculated to be 0.4 sec-1. For the data in Fig. A12 this quantity is nine
see-1, indicating that the zones studied are moving quite rapidly as viewed
in the context of the naval scenario. Thus, the conclusions reached concerning
the stagnation zones studied in these experiments are applicable to those
encountered in the naval scenario.

In final summmry, obining the results of the present measurements with
previous experimental and analytical results leads to the following conclu-
sions: For a stationary stagnation zone, the inteaaity experiences an initial
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transient, after the laser is turned on, before reaching a steady state value.
The time elapsed before the latter is reached is given approximately by 10 ao/
zfv where ao is the beam radius at the laser, zf is the laser-to-target dis-
tance, and v is the laser beam slew rate. The steady state intensity, normal-
ised to its value in the absence of thermal blooming effects, is given by

* .- (I+ 3.0NL+ 0.37 N)" (A-V-II)

where WL, the stagnation zone thermal blooming parameter is given by

a PO61 -'z (I -z'/Z, Oo
NL p (A-V-III)

where the symbols used stand for the following physical quantities:

AT S medium's refractive index temperature coefficient
a B medium's absorption coefficient
P B laser beam power
zi B distance of stagnation zone from the laser
a(z) B laser beam radius a ao - (ao - af) Z/zf

af -- beam radius at target
p S medium's mass density
Cp medium's specific heat

ao/af Z degree of focus.

For a moving stagnation zone, the time dependence of z' and therefore of NL is
determined by the background wind speed and w, and it was found that the
above expression for NL was obeyed for both stationary stagnation zones and
zones moving at least to ten times more rapidly than those expected in a
typical naval scenario.

18
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APPENDIX

TIME DEPENDENT MODEL FOR STAGNATION ZONE THERMAL BLOOMING

A. INTRODUCTION

In section A-III and Ref. 5, models were described which account for
thermal blooming in the presence of a stagnation zone only after the cessation

of the transient intensity decayv leading to a steady state. The problem of

thermal blooming in the presence of a moving stagnation zone is inherently
time dependent, and the development of a model accounting for this time depen-
dence is desirable.

B. TIME DEPENDENT MODEL

In principle this need is filled by a solution to Eq. (A-III-4) which was
solved for the stationary zone by making certain assumptions about the thermal
lens thickness 6z. For a moving zone such a treatment is complicated by the
fact that the boundaries defining 6z are moving in a complicated manner, and
although this motion can be accounted for in a numerical solution to Eq.
•A-III-b), it was desired to reduce the problem if possible to a simple one
parameter expression analogous to Eq. (A-III-8) with the elapse of time
included. This goal was achieved by a synthesis of a solution (3) of the
thermal blooming equation,

V (1o A s+A(A-A-l)

and some results of the thin thermal lens analysis of thermal blooming.
Briefly, using certain assumptions concerning the variation of I along the
propagation path, Eq. (A-A-l) is solved(3) for situations in which the absorbed
power density al is balanced by a single energy loss channel for the following
loss channels: 1) medium heating, 2) thermal conductivity, 3) transverse
convection. For each channel operating alone, the solution of Eq. (A-A-l) can
be expressed in the form

,e (A-A2)

ftere T is the product of t/a , the fractional change, relative to ambient
•TAT/v of the index of refraction on the laser beam axis, a factor, f(a0),
a factor gc(F) and, for the case of convection, a factor 0 which is a function
of #, the ratio of the wind velocity at L to that at the laser, 'to. These
quantities are listed in the table below.
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Loss Channel AT f (a) gC(F)

apt F(F+2)
Medium Heating 3wo Cpo 2 3

OF 2(e-a--1+,-) 2F(FjnF-F-1) )
Thermal Conduction ....

41rk ,12/22 (F-1J )2

2 F '(F- i) - ,tn F) 2 (J6 n -(J6- 0))

Transverse Convection , p2 (.-)2
2-Y'/ 2pCp a0 %o F )

When all three loss channels are included in the energy balance equation,

4k&T + pCPI&T + PCPVAT O (A-A-3)

0 2  t aTO2

th.. value of 6T car, be expressed as follows:

T: OP I._ 4k .•V

,,, u (A-A-c)

7rpcpo2 a 0 2 PCP a

and it is seen that AT has a form similar to that for the medium heating case
with t replaced by t*, a "reduced time" given by the quantity in brackets in
Eq. (A-A-h).

As a parallel to Eq. (A-A-4), it is postulated that the general expression

for 41 in tVr- agnation zone prob.em is

*. IITOPAZf(oL)QS4 (F) 4kgmm(F) Vg.(F)

lrMspCp 004 ' +g÷ , (A-A-5)tLC 0 MPCegcond (F) 1r/2 Omgronv(F)

where the factor (-UTOP{ 2 f(o")•.,nH(F)/(w1Pc a•2 ))-3i is the transient thermal

bloaLing time as referred tc in Lection A-IH. It is seen that 0(4) is setF equal to 2, its value for a stagation zone at the target in Eq. (A-A-5). This

is done because in the presence of a stagnation zone at any other point within
the range tibe transverse medium velocity vanishes at the zone center and the
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integral defining the value of 0(0) has no meaning. It is also seen that
within the parentheses the beam radius is denoted by am; i-i is concerning this
variable that the second postulate of the model is made. Fron Eq. (A-III-5)
it is possible to determine zm, the value of z' at which the placement of a
negative lens of arbitrary focal length, f, has the greatest perturbative
effect on Ir. This is conveniently done by determining the value of z'
corresponding to the maximum in the second term within the brackets in Eq.
(A-III-5) and it is found that

r• 2F-3
ZM 2----- - (A-A-6)2F-2

It is now postulated that for F greater than 1.5, am be set equal to a(Zm),
for F smaller than 1.5 am be set equal to ao; in addition, the value of v is
set equal to its value that at Z. Specifically, v is the product of w and
Sthe distance between z' and zm. In terms of the apparatus dimensions and

i kinematics,

I~ (A-A-7)

The dependence of g..(F)t* on S£ and F is shown in Fig. AIA. In this
figure the value of t is taken to be infinite so that t* is composed only of
the convective and conductive terms. As was the case for the thermal lens
model, the effect of increasing F from 1.2 to 5.0 is to cause an increased
ki dependence of Vl* Unlike the results shown in Fig. A-5 for X(il,-4,F),
further increase in F results in a flatter •£profile. The cause of this is
the assumption of constant ao in the curves shown which results in smaller
am with increasing F and thus an increasing role of conduction rather than

I convection in determining t* at the larger F values. Conduction was not
included in the thermal lens model, and its inclusion in the present analysis
points out its applicability to situations other than stagnation zone thermal
blooming as shown by the extension of the curves to values of S£smaller than

' -m/sec for which the value of TNL or Nq is undefined. Indeed in the absence
of & stagnation zone and conduction and transient effects, the expression for
y' is seen to be quite similar to the parameter N(3) used to characterize

thermal blooming in the presence of a transverse wind.

As was the case for NL, the important results of this model is the
development of a single parameter T* to characterize thermal blooming.

21.
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C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The sensitivity of Ir to T* is shown in Fig. A2A for both the present
experiments, Berger's experiments(5) and the analytical results of Ulrich(5),
Wallace(5), and Fleck(5,7). It is seen that all the experimental results
correlate fairly well with T* and with each other but that the analytical
results for larger F values fall away from the lower F results, indicating
that Y* does not contain the correct dependence on F. The moving zone results,
shown in Fig. A-3-A, indicate that the time dependence of Ir is determined by
that of T* as was the case for the parameters NQ and NL.

The fact that T* exhibits incorrect sensitivity to F can be altered by
simply replanning am with ao in Eq. (A-A-5). However consistancy requires
that doing so forces zm in Eq. (A-A-7) to be replaced by zero, thereby render-
irng v and therefore Y* time independent in the limit of large values of t,
also losing for T* its sensitivity to kk and therefore stagnation zone position.

In summary, the model described produces a thermal blooming parameter '*

which correctly traces the temporal evolution of Ir in the presence of moving
or stationary stagnation zones except for large values of F. To give the
correct dependence on F it would seem that the third term in parenthesis in
Eq. (A-A-5) must be divided by F,

4
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AEROSOL EFFECTS ON CO2 LASER PROPAGATION

SECTION BI

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the propagation characteristics of high power CW laser
beams through an aerosol ladened medium is important for Navy applications of
lasers for two basic reasons. First, if the laser is operating at a middle
infrared wavelength for which there is an atmospheric window, the effective

• ~absorpticn coefficient of suspended aerosol canl dominate over the ambient

molecutlar absorption coefficient 1,2 and second is the problem of propagation
through fog. When these situations arise, thermal distortion of the high

i power beam must be calculated from a theory based on the absorption coeffi-

cient of the aerosols. It has been demonstrated experimentally3,4 and

theo-.etically 5 for the steady state, CW case that the propagation models of
molecular induced thermal blooming were applicable to the a.erosol case by
merely replacing the gas absorption coefficient with that indicative of
the suspended aerosols. This modeling is adequate for particles that canot
be vaporized by the high power beam. The other aerosol propagation problem, i.e.,

Swhen vaporization occurs, has not been understood as well. This second
important aerosol propagation condition exists when the target is shrouded
by fog. The detrimental effects of fog are of concern whether the laser
device is operating in the middle infrared region or at longer wavelengths
such as 10.6 microns. The thermodynamics of the fog droplets have been
studied 6 ,7and some of the propagation effects have been investigated, 8'9
but this work typically neglects the problem of thermal blooming. Further-
more, early attempts to experimentally measure fog induced thermal blooming1 0

failed to provide measurable distortion, presumably due to high transverse
velocities that could not be alleviated. Therefore, the goal of thic
research program was envisioned a.s filling this information gap by operating
a high power laser in a scaled regime where fog induced thermal blooming could
be measured and analyzed. We have accomplished this goal.

Another important goal of this research program was to operate the fog

Anduced thermal blouming experiments in a parametric arrangement that was a
scaled vubset of conditions that might be encountered during a full-scale
field situation. To achieve this goal we have utilized a multi-kilowatt,
CW CO2 laser to provide intensity levels similar to thos- anticipated for
field conditions. In addition, the beam was translated through the fog cell
to simulate a uniform wind transverse to the trajectory. In the propagation
cell, a very concentrated, Lrtificially-genersted fog was used to model
natural fog conrCitions over long atmospheric paths, while maintaining a droplet
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size similar to natural conditions. The parameters of the scaled experiment
are compared with approximate field conditions in Table B-I. The entire range
of parameters used during the experiments is listed in Table B-I.

This report summarizes our efforts to measure fog induced thermal distor-
tion during the conditions discussed above (Section BIII) and to model the
physics of the interaction between high power beam and a medium shrouded
in fog (Section BII). Computer codes for thermal distortion in a saturable
absorber and for Mie scattering functions were di'veloped under,4nited
Technologies Corporate IR&D funds in support ':f this reset.•ch.

25
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SECTION BII

THEORETICAL MODELING

A. INTRODUCTION

This section reviews the basic effects of a water droplet on propagation
at 10.6 microns. The effects are discussed in terms of the extinction coef-
ficient, the absorption coefficient and the scattering coefficient. Pertinent
examples of Mie calculations are included. Furthermore, we introduce the
decay of the water droplet as a consequence of high power laser irradiation.
For conditions when droplet vaporization is significant, we model the fog as
a saturable absorber. The saturable, fog absorber model has subaequently
been included in our CW thermal blooming computer code. The ensuing results
of reduced thermal blooming and enhanced power transmission are examined in
a limited sensitivity study of the code predictions. Finally, with the goal
of an enpirical model in mind, we indicate an approach to simplified scaling.

B. PROPAGATION THROUGH NONVOLATILE AEROSOLS

The irradiance loss on target for linear propagation is given by

(B-1)

where L is the pathlength through a fog of extinction coefficient aext. t is
assumed that the beam exerts no modifying influence on the fog droplets. If
the fog is uniform and homogeneous then one may write Eq. (B-l) simply as

(B-2)

The extinction coefficient is given by

fCD aeitt • r8 0e1ttr) Nlr) dr (B-3)
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I in which Qext is the extinction efficiency for droplets of radius r with a
size distribution N(r). For a monodisperse droplet population Eq. (B-3) is

Sa.~tt awr'OeKt(r)C, (B-4)

where C is the concentration1 of fog droplets per unit volume.

In this development it is important to identify two mechanisms responsible
for intensity loss during the aerosol propagation problem. These are
absorption and scattering, such that

eQe.(r)"a QbS(r)+Qsc (r) (B-)

The scattering coefficient has no bearing on thermal distortion considerations
except with respect to a general intensity loss as the beam propagates to the
target. However, the absorption coefficient is directly responsible for
transferring energy from the laser beam to heating of the ambient gas. These
induced temperature changes in the gas can cause severe beam distortion and
are the result of nonlinear propagation effects.

Now, if one is concernel with nonlinear propagation effects and assumes
that the droplets remain unmodified by the propagating beam, the amount of
thermal blooming is conveniently modeled by the peak target irradiance rela-
tive to the undistorted value. The empirical expression2 for the reduced
target irradiance (considering only thermal distortion) is

,e #- , abSL + -
(B-6)

vhere

Nf "T asPy f (QbL)q(O) (B-7)

flrnpCpV3
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The b&sic parameters are defined as 4

'T index change per unit tenperature

P = laser power v

n = unperturbed index of refraction

p = e bient gas density

C = ambient gas heat capacityP

v = transverse wind velocity

a = i/e intensity radius

In Eq. (B-7) f(a_. L) and q(a) are correction factors for large absorption
coefficients (anhor long path lengths) and strong focussing:

2 [aebsL_ +-aGbL]

f(aobsL) W(bsL) [ (B-8)

2F- I) (B-9)

F is the Fresnel number. Note in this development that the absorption coef-

ficient (assuming negligible background molecular absorption) must be repre-
sentative of the fog droplets,

Cbsw r2 obs(riC (3-10)

Therefore, a funlamental part o? the linear/nonlinear f6g propagation problem
consists of identifying the absorption and scattering efficiencies of Vie
droplet ionstitutnte at the wovelength of interest,
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12 13
A Mie scattering computer program has been developed at UTRC and was

utilized to provide the necessary efficiency factors. This program calculates
the angular scattering function for a droplet of given size. Two examples are
given in Fig. B-1. These curves are for polarization perpendicular to the
plane of incidence. In the case of the 0.5 pm radius droplet we observe

12nearly perfect Rayleigh scattering while in the 5 um radius case the
angular function has developed more structure. This angular Ecattering func-
ti.on is integrated over Lll angles to derive the total scattering efficiency
for a droplet radius. The absorption efficiency is also calculated. Figure B-2
gives the ratio of the absorption and scattering efficiencies for droplet sizes
in the range of interest for this project. Furthermore, the absolute
absorption efficiency is illustrated in Fig. B-3. The calculations illus-
trated in Figs. B-2 aid B-3 can be used to estimate the severity of the linear
and nonlinear propagation problems through a nonvolatile fog.

The parameters for a full-scale propagation example in light fog14 are
listed in Table B-Ill. The target irradiance losses are substantial with the
effect of fog induced thermal blooming being most severe. In contrast, only
nominal losses are suffered for the clear atmosphere. In summary, this
example alone serves as suffici ,t justification for concern over the degrading
effects that occur during foggy conditions.

Note that this discussion was based on the assumption that the fog was not
modified by the laser beam. In reality a fog droplet is very volatile and
under certain conditions a sufficiently powerful laser may destroy a large
portion of the droplet population. In this situation the outlook for high
power propagation is not rnarly as bleak. 'The theoretical results for prop-
agation in actively modified fog are discussed in the next section.

C. PROPAGATION THRCUGH ACTIVELY MODIFIED FOG

Figure B-4 presents the calculated decay of a 10 um fog droplet irradi-
ated by a high power beam. In this illustration the droplet enters a uniform
5 kW beam with a 1.5 cm radius. A rcaled wind of 15 cm/s is blowing trans-
verse to the trajectory. By the time the droplet has reached the beam axis
it has disappeared. The iapcrtance of the droplet lifetime problem is coo-
pounded when Eqs. (B-h) and (B-10) are recalled In which the extinction and
absorption coefficients are a strong fun.otion of the fog droplet size. As
a consequence, nodels for power transmission and thermal distortion, must be
appropriately modified to reflect the influence of the decaying droplets. Tn
this section we address suhb P. modification with an initial discust;Ir,n of the
&oplet thermodynamics.
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Many references 6 '9,15 give the rate equation for a vaporizing droplet

d t ( 4 / - 4 w r t K o a rT r ) a 1 % b s • .
dt r

In this development it is assumed that the droplets are not vaporized fast
enough to force the velocity of the escaping vapor to exceed the acoustic
velocity6 . In addition, Mullaney, et a19 show that the solution to this
equation may be written as

r (tij= rie-t/T (B-12)

where

3p1I + KoTI)(B-1l3)

for

Q bulk absorption coeffli:ent of H 0

K -thermal conductivity of' aira

R % •as constant

T(T) temperature at drop sueface

HI w H 0 heat of vaporization
v 2

D AC iffusivity of H2 0 vapor in air

w n molecular weight of H 0
2

Pw(r) * partial pressure of vater vapor at -(r)
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From Ref. 6 we find that for conditions of interest T(r) g ambient, an
approximation good to about 10 percert. Hence, Pwv(r) is the vapor pressure
of the saturated solution at the ambient temperatureo For the following con-
stant values

C= 9,48 x lo2 cm

o = I g/cm3

H = 2448 J/gm

4K v 2.55 x 10 J/cmSecoC
a

0
R 8.318 J/ K mole

T 293 0 K J

-1 2
D =2.4 x 10- cm /sec

= 18 gn/mole

P (293) = 23.4 mb
WY,

TI a 31 J/cm2 with I in w/cm2 , so we rewrite Eq. (B-12) as

r (tOA r r" " (B1)

In general, we expect Eq. (B-J4) to be a reasonable solution to Eq. (B-11) for
droplets with radii less than about 10 wr.

Furthermnore, -ie have performed a liner r'&eresslon analysis :f Q(be as a
function r(cm) and find

0ebs Wr) (I.-is X 10• r + t,.er X 10" (15-1)
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The correlation coefficient for this fit to zhe Mie calculated values i-,
better than 99 percent for a 10"4 to 10-3 em. We may further simplifj this
expression (error less than 10 percent in range cf interest) to

Qub,(r) ([IS r (B--16)

Coribining Eqs. (,B-16), (B-14) and (B-10;

12 (to -- ,,s x 10) v cr3e / (B-1 i)

It is then obvious that a will depend on a droplets initial size and the total
time it has been illuminated by the high power beam. Since I may be a func-
tion of position, and the medium is mcving with v,locity v, we may rewrite
Eq. (B-27) as

a~(x) (L~xg)3)w~361J.I(AnydE fl1

upon considering only the plane of the beam containIng the wind vector. Now,
Gebhardt end Smithltyshow the perturbation in the ambient gas temperature is

At this point we must ack.iwledre that a signifiant ptation of Vi@e eleera i
lost to the vaporization mochanisa and cannot be nt,•:=uctek ;. th. .? J.b That
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&( Cpv fLo1(x)a(x')dx' 4 (B-2o)
I It

where c is the fraction of absorbed heat that is conducted to the gas from the
droplet, E is JustO

KoR 2 "r1(r)
• = D"H! w2P• (r) (B-21)

which has a value between 0.3 and 0.4. We vill use 0.33. Finally

i(B-22)ATlx) r .,e , ( 'IV dx (BL•-2

where T(x) is the one-dimensional perturbation temperature of the ambient gas

when the fog is subject to vaporizatiotn. If we normalize thls temperature
change by that experienced for no induced droplet vaporization Eq. (B-22)
becones

~T (xX) f.dx' '( .2AT(X) fI u 'e d (B-.23)

It 1, 33f t~dJ
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The importance of Eqs. (B-22) and (B-23) can be illustrated by considering
a uniforin transmitter illumination function. Equation B-22 becomes

I AT()I (9.R_ 71 -vr (B-24))

where I is the laser intensity and x is the position in the beam cross section
along t~e direction of the wind. Furthe.more, Eq. (B-23) becomes

AT 11
JCL W- 'IV(B-25)

The above equations indicate that the maximum temperature perturbations may be
severely limited due to the saturable absorber. The significance of this

effect is displayed in Fig. 5 where we have graphed the relative ambient
temperature rise for a nonsaturable and a saturable absorber. This example
shows that the on-axis temperature perturbation for the saturable fog absorber
is only about 14 percent of that for a nonvolatile absorber (or molecular

F absorber). Even more important is the fact that the perturbed temperature
gradients are also drastically limited. This condition implies reduced
thermal distortion of the laser beams spatial intensity distribution.

The expressions corresponding to Eqs. (B-24) and (B-25) for a Gaussian
illumination function are

[A

ATp W T dx' (-6P •COe/-
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and

L al )[. d
K 49_u" [I- **rf dx-)

A~T M __D_(B-27)__r 2 [I+ erf x/b)

-1
where I is the peak intensity for a beam with e radius of a.

0

In conclusion, these modified temperature perturbations can be used in a
thermal blooming code to calculate the resulting distortion of a high power
beam and to study the importance of the saturable absorber.

D. PROPAGATION CODE WITH SATURABLE FOG ABSORBER

The saturable fog absorber model has been incorporated into a CW thermal
blooming code 1 7. 'Te modified code takes the initial fog droplet size and
concentration and uses Mie calculations tc develop the appropriate extinction
and absorption coefficients. The beam then propagates through one .ncremental
step toward the target, forcing droplet evaporation. The phase changes due to
index perturbations from the fog induced temperature perturbations are iden-
tified and utilized as initial information for the next Z step. The back-
ground molecular absorption coefficient is Llso accounted for. In addition,
the extinction from the modified fog is calculated such that the initial
intensity for the subsequent Z step is appropriately modified. Calculations
over the beam cross-section are performed on a rectangular mesh that is
adapted to the convergence of the focused beam, and the incremental Z stepping
toward the target is activel~y' adjusted to keep the accumulated distortion per
step very small. The general calcujational procedures are similar to otherjnonlinear propagation codesIl.

An example of the output graphics from the code is given in Fig. B-6.
Shown for typical experimental conditions are the phase distribution, inten-
sity distribution, transverse intensity profile and the integrated intensity
in the target plane. This particular example is for 0.5 kW, and thermal
distortion of the intensity distribution is evidenced as is a large total
power loss via extinction. When the power is increased to 4.0 kW, Fig. B-7
shows that thermal blooming decreases and the overall relative transmission

Sto the target plane has increased substantially, In an attempt to under-
stand the scaling of these effects, we have looked at some code runs in a
more comprehensive fashion.
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To date the new propagation code has 'been exercised over a limited
range of parameters. For instance, we have performed a sensitivity study
study of parametric variations on the nominal thermal blooming conditions of
one case from the experimental data runs to be discussed in Section BIII. In
this study we have investigated Irel (from Eq. (B-6)) as a function of the
distortion parameter Nf, when Rf is determined by the absorption coefficient
of the unmodified fog. The result is presented in Fig. B-8. Table B-IV
reviews the range of parameter variations. As P and v are adjusted providing
different "burn-through" capabilities, the breakdown of the classical thermal
blooming model Eq. (B-6) becomes very apparent. Additionally, the value of
N shows a sensitivity to variations in the droplet radius. This is due to -

tge strong dependence of the absorption coefficient on r (Eq. (B-10).
However, Irel does not appear to be very sensitive to the small adjustments
of r. Both Irel and Nf show a much weaker dependence on the fog concentra-
tion. The results of a small variation in C reside between the indicated
points (& and •) along the "P-variable" line.

The enhancement of high power propagation through the satu-able fog (and
breakdown of the classical model) can be explained as occurring from two
effects. First of all, the saturable absorber permits only limited tempera-
ture perturbations to be produced in the ambient gas. This results in reduced
spatial distortion of the beam. The second enhancement mechanism is simply
that of droplet destruction; consequently the steady state effective absorp-
tion coefficient is significantly reduced. As a result, overall transmission
increases in addition to the inhibition of spatial distortion. In the data,
these effects may be separated by analyzing the target intensity from two
additional points of view. We suggest that the effects of reduced spatial
distortion may be understood by investigating the area of the bloomed beam
normalized by that of the undistorted beam at the 1/e intensity contour.
Furthermore, the mechanism of enhanced transmission may be analyzed by
studying the total power delivered to the target plane through the i/e inten-
sity contour for the distorted case compared to the undistorted case. These
parameters will be defined as Arel and Prel'

The Are1 results are summarized in Fig. B-9. In this example we have
maintained Rf as the abscissa, but do so recognizing that Nf maW not be a
good pai-ameter for the scaling of actively modified fog results. The cal-
culations show that as P increases or v decreases the fog is more effectively
destroyed, and the amount of spatial beam distortion is dramatically reduced
relative to the classical model. On the other hand, if P and v are fixed
and the droplet radius or the droplet concentration is adjusted. then the
amount of thermally induced distortion seems to have the same slole or func-
tional dependence on Nf as the gas model but with a signii'icantly lower
magnitude.
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Figure B-10 illustrates P as a function of the initially unmodified
ext Large increases in transmission are predicted for either increased

power or decreased wind velocity. Also, Eq. (B-2) seems to still be valid in
the modified fog examples for fixed P and v with variable r or C, but a new
effective extinction coefficient must be identified. In essence, this implies
that a 10.6 = transmission through the modified fog remains a relatively
simple function of the total remaining liquid water content in the trajectoryl 4 .
These code data suggest that some simplified scaling may be possible for the
nonlinear, fog propagation problem.

E. SCALING AND A MODIFIED EYYIRICAL MODEL

A reasonable engineering approximation to the code results illustrated in
Fig. B-10 may be developed by realizin~g that for the droplet size rang, of
interest the extinction coeffitient is approximately equal to thE absorption
coefficient. With this assumption we may utilize Eq. (B-17) to write

* ' X

initial

%tiich becomes

S 0* ,.(i~~) i-.r~x~3(B-29)
I
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For simplicity, we will choose to calculate the scaling at beam center where
x 0 0 and include a fitting parameter D such that

den t• Coxt 0 VT(B-30)
"initiol

We select a value of D - 0.437 to provide a good empirical fit betveen the

codc data and the simplified formulation of Eq. (B-30) (one should note that
this fitting constant will change depending on the illumination function and
the Fresnel number of the beam). Equation (B-30) becomes

-(O.03S36)41e4tt= Cext 0 (B-31)
initial

When this modified extinction coefficient is used in j

PreI (B-32)

the simplified model agrees to better than 10 percent with all but one of our
code sensitivity results. At one low power (0.5 kW) case where burn-through
vas not ver, effective the agreement dropped to 17 percent.

Now, since aabs a aext we may estimate a new effective absorption
eoefficient to be used in calculating Nf and Irel of the empirical model.
In other words

-8
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!0

-• .~~10.03316) vP

u sthmo b 2 ats * (B-33)
blooming initial

The results of Fig. B-11 occur when Eq. (B-33) is used to calculate a new Nf
for the computed values of Are1 in Fig. B-9. This evidence implies that the
parametric modeling by Eqs. (B-6) and (B-7) remains valid and that if the
appropriate modified absorption coefficient is known within the beam, then the
thermal distortion occurs as derived for the molecular absorption theories.
The one point where our simplified scaling has not worked well was for large
P/va (> 100). In this case the simplified model predicted a lower Arel than
calculated by the computer code. Our work indicates that during these con-
ditions of large P/va the simple exponential law of Eq. (B-28) must be gener-
alized to include an integration along the trajectory. In such a case
scaling will become more complicated.

F. LIMITATIONS OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL

The analysis of the computer calculations discussed in this section
represents only a limited sensitivity study, and therefore does not Investigate
all limits of the simplified scaling, e.g., very large P/va. Furthermore, the
illumination function was assumed to be Gaussian with a fixed Fresnel number.
A change of either of these geometric parameters will affect a change in the
constants of the scaling equations. Finally, the assumptions that A - 10.6 um
and r a 2 - 3 um simplified the calculation of Qabs and Qext" For large
deviations; from these values, we expect similar parametric effects to occur

but with Cifferent constants determining the amounts of burn-through and
reduced tiermal distortion. In conclusion, it appears that the simplified
model cou.id be used to predict high power propagation effects during realis-
tic scenario conditions if X 10.6 am, F < 10 and P/va < 100.
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SECTION BIII

EXERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

We experimentally investigated the possibilities of reduced thermal
distortion and enhanced transmission for high power laser propagation through
fog. This portion of the report summarizes these measurements and the equip-
ment utilized to perform the study.

A. APPJRATUS

1. System Overview

A simplified schematic diagram of the expermental system is provided in
Fig. B-12. The arrangement consists of six basic components: laser, uniform
translator, cell, fog generators, fog diagnostics and target plane diagnostics.

In order to perform the experiment providing full-scale intensity levels
it was necessary to use a relatively high powered laser. We employed an *

electric discharge, transverse flow device developed and maintained at UTRC
for the U. S. Navy. 1 9 Figure B-13 is a photograph of the laser.. In the MOPA
configuration, this device has provided more than 25 kW; however, our investi-
gation typically required less than 10 kW average output power. During our
experiments, the 200-300 watt oscillator team was chopped at 500 Hz with a
50 percent duty cycle to allow synchronized detection of fog propagation
phenomena. The chopping effect is considered negligible in this experiment
because the fog is irradiated for sufficient time durin each cycle to allow
the droplet thermodynamics to approach a steady-state, and the amount of
effective pulse overlap is large to ensure CW thermal distortion effects 2 0

(pulses per flow time of 33-113).

From the laser, the beam wa3 relayed to a traiislating mirror via a tele-
scope. The moving mirror provided an apparent uniform wind vith velocities
adjustable between 10 and 50 cm/s. The translation rate was calibrated with
a digital system that utilized a stationary photodiode viewing an LED through i
a photogra;hic negative ettached to the moving mirror. The negative had a

* well defined cyclic bar pattern to generate regular signals in the diode with
a frequency dependent on the mirror translation rate. During calibration
procedures, the velocity of the mirror was Tound to be uniform to better than
10 percent over the range given above. The beam was then deflected into the
propagation cell by the translating mirror.
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2. Aerosol PropaWation Cell

The configuration of the aerosol propagation cell is shown in Fig.
B-14. The assembled chamber is approximately 10-m long and consists of five
equal length sections of approximately 30-cm-ID standard wall thickness
aluminum pipe. The recirculation loop of the test chamber consists of
five equal sections of approximately 7.5-cm-ID aluminum Schedule 40 pipe.
All sections of pipe are interconnected and sealed by means of Vitaulic
couplings. Each section of the test chamber and recirculation loop is mounted
on its own movable stand.

Two fans for maintaining circulation through the cell are provided. A
7.5-cm dia 529 L/min capacity fan is located in the center section of the
recirculation loop. A second fan, 17.5-cm dis and 2175 L/min, is positioned
near the cell input. These fans were vital elements for stabilizing the
relative humidity for fog absorption data runs and for mixing CO2 with N2 for
molecular absorption data runs. Each end of the cell was sealed with a 8.0005
mil thick mylar window until the appropriate interior conditions were generated.
Then the windows were cut away and a test conducted. A pressure relief valve
set at approximately 1.007 atm is located on the test chamber and prevents
overpressurization of the mylar windows during introduction of the fog and
carrier gas into the test chamber.

* Four sets of two diametrically opposed 5-cm dia viewports are provided
on the first, third, fourth and fifth test chamber sections, respeclively.
These ports enab2ed us to operate fog uniformity tests along the length of
the chamber.

Aerosol generators are located on all sections of the propagation
cell. Furthermore, the second section contains the scattering and extinction
diagnostics for characterization of the fog. Details of the second section
are provided schemati,:ally in Fig. B-15. The third section contains additional
diagnostics, e.g., spectrophone head, relative humidity probe and temperature
probe. These diagnostics are described in more detail in following sections
of this report. Figure B-16 provides a photograph of the entire cell, viewing
from the target toward the input end.

3. Aerosol Generator

In selecting a droplet generator for this experiment, we kept four
goals in mind. First, it is desirable to conduct the propogation experiment
with A monodisperse population of droplets. This is important from the
modeling point of view because the propagation code as we have developed
it to this point, assumes a monodispersed population. Since Eq. B-18 and
Figs. B-8 - 10 show a sensitivity to the aerosol radius, we place the impor-

tance of a monodispe-se distribution as a primary goal in selecting a fog
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generator. As a secord goal we would like to operate 4ith a dcoplet radius

that closely resembles npt-,ral fog droplecs. However, th!s goal must be
tempered witb the fact that our experiments are conducted over a very
short range compared to thaL of a full-scale scenario, end we must maximize
the droplet absorption eff'iciency in order to transfer sufficient energy to
the ambient gas to simulate realistic thermal blooming conditions. This means
t1hat tte droplet size should be "the largest we cr-n generate compatible with
the natura: scenario (see Fig. P.3). On the other hand, Fig. B-2 indicates
that for large droplets a significant fraction of the intercepted energy will
be scattered in addition to being absorbed. This portion of the lost energy
is difficult to document during the experiments, so as a practical matter
we would also like to maintain as high an eosorplion to scatterinp ratio
az possible. Droplet radii; betveen 2 and 3 microns represent a good compro-
mise between these various limil%.ations. The third goal envisioned as a
opecification of the aerosol generator wa3 that it must produce a very large
numbe:o of droplets per second. If we require on the ordur of 105 droplets
per c23 and the volume of our chamber is 7.1 x 105 cm3 , then we must provide
about 101 droplets per data run. In actuality the number must exceed this
value when taking into account those droplets that wilX be impacted on the
sides of the chamber during generation or that will settle out 21 Just prior
to a data run. Hence, to keep the initial set-up time of the propagation
conditions to a reasonable minimum, the aerosol generator must produce about
20l droplets per second. As a final goal in our selection process the fog
generator should operate at relatively low air and water pressures so that
specialized pumping systems are not required.

Table V summarizes the decision making process in which we were forced
to compromise the monodisperse specification in order to obtain a droplet
generator satisfactory for fulfillment of this investigation's overall goal
of measuring and analyzing fog induced thermal distortion. Of two companiez
which produce aerosol generators which utilize the shearing forces of an
E coustic field to aid the production of uniform droplets, we purchased genera-
tors from the Sonic Development Corporation. This company claimed slightly
better adjustability of the droplet radius than the other. A photogreeph of
the generator is given in Fig. B-16.

After receipt of the generators, we attempted to document the population
distribution emitted at the nozzle outlet. Initially, we used a Corporate-
owned, pulsed-ruby holographic system to make records of the generated droplets.
This technique was abandoned after a few attempts because the holographic
u-stem could only resolve droplets dow•i to 10 wm in radius, leaving most
of the population inadequately measured. Then, we employed two angle
scattering in a second attempt to characterize the droplets. However,
concentration fluctuations in the imnediate vicinity of the nozzle made
these mkasurements somewhat unreliable. Our final effort to characterize
the fog produced by tht generators was conducted by filling a large chamber
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(2 xi long and 0.25 m diatseter) with the fog in a situation similar to that
of the real experiments. This procedure was successful, proved that the
generator was adequate and is discussed in the next section.

14•. Fog Characterization

Since water droplets are rather volatile it is desirable to have real
tiimn' locumentation, of the mean aerosol diameter, the fog droplet concentra-
tion, the extinntion and absorption coefficients at 10.6 Pm, and the visible
extinction coefficient. As indicated by fRef. 11 these measurements may be
achieved with optical techniques that depend or. the relative sizes of the
bdr-oplets and the probe laser wavelengths. We have accomplished this goal
of fog characterization by utilizing transmission and scattering measurements
at 10.6 um and 6328.

Data from the two wavelength transmission diagnostics provide most of the
basic information. As an example, the extinction coefficient measured at
6328 2 provides an estimate of the visibility in the experimental fog con-
ditions. Reference 23 shows that the visibility through a fog is simply

3.912

Xet

Using this parameter we may compare our scaled measurements with full scale
scenarios in which fog conditions are described in terms of the visibility.
In addition, the transmission diagnostic provides us with the extinction
coefficient of the fog at 10.6 urm which, as we discussed earlier in Section
BII, is a fundamental parameter in our modeling of nonlinear propagation
through fog.

I, Furthermore, Fig. B-17 shows that -:e may measure the average fog droplet
radius siLmply by taking the ratio of the extinction ccoefficients at the twowavelengths of our transmission diagnostics. With this estimate of the

droplet radius we may go back to the extinction measurement et 632e R and
calculate the droplet concentration by observing

*.rE (B-3.5)

Reference 24 explains that this methcd of measuring the aerosol concentration
in reliable to about 10 percent. Finally, since we nave a measure of the
droplet radius, Fig. B-2 can be consulted to give an indication of the absorp-
tion coefficient at 10.6 um for use in the theoretical predictions from the
fog propagation models.
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WL, v'ccognize that all of the above anal:ses assumes that the fug is
d:lotribuited in a noi.odisperse population, uvd we have initiated work to
understad the importance of the distribution effects on these measurements.
F•o instance, we •iiiul'.aneously %upport "the abovo transmission diagnostics
i~th scattering measurements (6328 1) at two angles. The scattered intensity

ratio for two angles may then be used as an indicator of droplet radius.
However, due to the large droplex radius to wavelength ratio for this
dLagnotlc, Mae calculations show very cos'plicated scattering patterns develop-,in'g as a function of radius (Fig. B-19). T'no result is depicted in Fig."

B-20 which shows a s.9g'ni'ic•,at amount of ambiguity for the scattered
intensity ratio at t-wo selected sn~les. Much of this ambiguity may be
removed by utilizing measurments at angles very vear zero degrees. However,
this is not practical for our experimental arrangement. Hence, thij two
angle measurement technique is not a good primary indicator of droplet
radius, but does serve as a good technique for confirmatior of the radius
measurnd via the transmission diagnostics. During the actual experiments we
first found the droplet radius using the transmission data and cbecked the
inferred value with tht two angle scattering predictions. In nearly all
cases excellent *greem1ent was observed.

The importance of tMis fact becomc:s apparent when we analyze the effect
of polydiapersion or this backup diagnostic of droplet radius measurements.
To do this we have developed a computer code for Mie calculations subject to
a polydisperse dist•lbution of aerosols. The program incorporates the ZOLD
distribution renlewed in Ref. 12. The vidth and skewness of this distribution
are specified by ?; and the remaining parameter is rm, the modal radius of the
population. For nerrow distributions r a r., the mean ralius of a normal
distribution, and the equivalent vidth of a normal distribution is a a rMao.
Figure B-21 illustrates the density fuiction for rm - 2.5 um and various
co, normalized to the modal value. The effect of this distribution with a
small width of a. = 0.1 has been calculated ^or the two angle scattering
diagnostic, Fig. B-22. This figure predicts vex- obvious differences in
the scattering ratio when compared -with the monodisperse results of Fig.
B-20. Furthermore, our measurements are not cons: ?tent with Fig. B-22.
Assuming that the ZOLD distribution function is reasonable for modeling our
problem, the measurements would infer a real distribution significantly
narrower than no a 0.1. However, modeling and experiments ihould be ex4;ended
to further rusolve uncertainties surrounding the distrirution dilema

To accomplish the fog characterization m.easurements discussed above we
probe about 2 m of the fog with coaxial HeNe and C02 lasers. The beams were
combined and directed through a ZnSe window into the propagation cell.. After
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passing throug~h thbe fog and exiting through another window, the two beaxr._.
are separated Pad 4eflectei to their respective detectors. At 6328
ý.chopped) -e utilize % simple p'iotodiode/operational amplifier system to pro-
luce the signal ',or p~hase Pensitive d-ttectian by' a lock-in-szxplifier. At
10.6 micronz nufficient swnuitivity for signal processing wets obtained from
a Coherent Radiation Laborrptories Model 201 power meter. These trsansmizaion
signals are simults~neoumlXr recordert on a strip chart. Concurrently wtth the
transmission re~c,-rdings, we record scattered light signals at 30 and 60
degrees from t~he probing HeNe beam. Then during data analysis, we ccllect
the appropriate signal information for fog characterization recorded just
prior to the ti.me when the high power beam was propagated throug.!, tbe cell.
A photograph of the optical system is provided in Fig. B-23.

*5. Spectrophone

PDurihzý high power pronagation through a fog, some of the intercepted

energy will be lost to scattering and evaporation o*.' drople-cs, and some will

go dire.,tly into heating of the ambient gas. The fraction of energy that le
deposited into gas heating dictates the strength of the thermal bloomin~g.
Therefore, it is important to measure or othberwise document this amnount of
heating. One very sensitive method of achieving'this information 1.z to

(measure the strength of pres,,ure- waves generated from the gas heating 25
The3e perturbations can be detected by an instriment called a sw'ectrophone? 5 -30 .
In this &bection we discuss a spectrophone developed for these fog propa~geticn

In contrast with closr-d ccdl spectrophones which ust Baaoce'1125',29
type manomzet~ers as sensors, th~e system described here operates with a
prcpagation celli that Is not sealed. To accomplish this, the laser source
must be chopped. The spectrophone electronics are then "tuned" to the
chopping frequency in order to synchronously detect the laser generated
pressure waves. The actual detector of the pressure saves is a mi~rc-
pu1ine?69279,28 ,30 In £fle system that we have constru~cted, the microphone
is fnllowtd by an ultra-low noise preemplifier (Fig. B-214). The oti~tpu of
this p.*eamplifier is filtered by a preselector before filaal m..asarime'nt with,
a lock-in-amplifier.

Table B-VI indicates the basic characteristics of t1he components used in
our spectrýcph'ne. The informattion iriggests that for operating conditions
duriiig which no background noise exists the minimum detietable Prozoure
signal will be dictated by the noise cb&aracteristics of t~ie mieiro~bone,.
r~ather ttan the subsequent electronicus. In practice, however, ambient
laboratory sound levele limit the minimum tietectsuble pressure signals. This5
fact cwi be illustratedi by the feollc-ring prelimiuary spiectrephore t~'ts.
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The spectrophone head (consisting of' the microphone and the preal~plifier)
was mo~unted in L.he widdle of a one meter propagation cell. The cell diume*er
was 6bout 3.8 cm. Initial. testa were conducted with germani.-m imindow6 closing
off the (,ell. The wirduws were used onlyv to hold in the calil..ation gses I7
;fere not pressure-LecaIed. A 6 watt 002 beam was aited coaxially down -the
cell and 'nhoppeda at 500 Hz. The beawi radius we., about 0.3 :,m. Thy., dimnen-
si.,a were chosen to be an apprrximate one-tent±' scal*J.ng of the 1 irgei:' fog
pr'opagation experime~nt. Tha test cell was fl.ooded with~ "0 2 , and the lock-in-
amplifier was adjusted Por ma~ximumi responst.-. For 125 seconds averaging time
and an efffective bEn~width of 0.001 Hz,- the output was 36 mV rma. The beam
wm~ then blocked 9,. that the spectrophone r.espondtd to only backgrovia noise.
The backgrou~nd s-ignal level war. 0.002 mV rms. These measurements im~ply a
signal to notse ratio of 1.ý x 104. S~ince the absorption coeffic~ent of CO-
is about 1.4 x 10-3 am 1 the noise equi.valent absorpti-rity of the spetzto-

pliont, ýs about, 7.8 x 0 cm.

When -th'e cell wirnjowp ve~re -,-moved so that the laboratory background
noise Lad --ts full '.pcr on the spectrophone, the background level increased
tr- 0.035 )%V rmns. Hence, the signal to noise ratio for thL completely open
ce-l3 was 1.0~ x 103. The resultvat noise eqaivalent absorptivity become~i

JsX 10-6 CM' 1 .

The importar.t quention to be a-nswered next, is whe-ther or n')t these
bpectrophone characteristics are suffic.ernt for the ful~l sca~le fog propaga-
-ýAon e~xc.e~iment. Refereuces 25 eond 31 shcw La the laser generated pressure
waves w~i have to be -proportionenl to uP/ra9 vlhe7e a is the absorption,
coeffi~cient (crn-1-, Tr is the ias'er power ',j and Fo is the beam radiuis icm).
F~or our inaitial spactrophone tests, this q-uantity was 3.0 x 1.0- 2. Ln the
cast! of the fog propagation ex iriment, we will have E~n aerosol abrorption
coerficient or about 1.0 x 10~ cr. apower of 5kWor more and abeam
radius of appvcximnately 2.5 im, The quantity di~scu~ssed above become:3 2.6 x

ii.This represent, nearly an order of magnitude in~crease ina the signal
to no.L; ratio for the fog e'qeriments and pressuares still within the dynamic
range of the microphone. In conclusion, this spectrophorne electroitics design
Is satisfactory fur the larger fog propage~tion experim~ents.

6. Target P lane iiiagnosticsI

In. t~he target pla-ne, the beam IA attenuated by ref.lection from. two N0±C .
vpdges and is deflected ro a Acunned, linear array of Pyroelectric detector1b.
Its 321 elem.nits cn-n bie read at io 5 kiHz rate, but only 500 Hz was uti..!zed in *
this excperiiaent. The acrrsy triggerint,- %was synchronizel 4o the chopper in the
bigh pover lasev oi'cillator with an adIjuetal~e time~ dellay to optimize phasing.
In this faishion, we %:eye able ttn meatbure a prof~le of the beam as it wr~sI
translated ncr-:sa the aa'r..-. Tre array reutput wt~ fed into an adjustable

&air vmplifier and then to an operationE-1 umpif~Iier follower circuit to

I4
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eliminate loading effects on the detection systems calibration. The output
signals from the follower were recorded on a video tap recorder used as a

Swide bandwidth FM data recorder. These signals were used la.er to reconstruct
the fog induced thermal blooming profiles.

7. Data Analysa s

to Analysis of the icorded beam profiles was accomplished by digitizingSths array generated prol1lies using a Tektronix Digital Processing Oscillo-

scope. Thue digitized data was stored on floppy discs for analysis by a PDP-ii minicomputer. Applica,:,ion of this system enabled us to reconstruct the high

power beam's two-dimensinal intensity distribution, measure Irel, measure
the increased area of the distorted beam, and calculate the power delivered
to the target by integrating over the intensity distribution. The resultsV• of this analysis are presented next,.

SB. RESULTS

.An examle of the reconstructed !ntensity distributions is provided inI, Fig. B-25. Here, we illustrate on an arbitrary intensity scale that fog
induced thermal blooming (increased beam area) is reduced merely by increasing
the laser power from about 1.8 kW to just over 6.2 kW. The spatial scale is
identical for both runs. The area of the lower power run is 2 times %he
!undistorted beam area. In the second case, the beam was very effective inS~destroying much of the fog, and it burned its way to the target with- only a

2 percent area increase over the undistorted case. This reduced thermal dis-
Stortion was acbieved even though ML of the higher power run was 43 percent
greater. Referring to the classical model, thermal blooming decreased even
!t-,:hen the stardard nonlinear distortion parameter increased by a factor of
about 5. Ordinarily for molecular absorption this would have resulted in
Sabo-at L 5-fold increase in beam area going from the lower to the higher power
'cae, but instead we observed a 2-fold decrease due to the increased burn-
thrcugh of the higher power case. Our attempts to comprehensively analyze
oeasurements of these new nonlinear propagation e~fects are presented in the
following discussion of the observed parameters Irel, rell and Prel'

3I
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1. 1rel

Figure B-26 summarizes the measurements of ire1 for the range of m!
experimental conditions listed in Table 1. Irel is defined as I/Ioe-abSL
where aabs is indicative of the molecular absorber or the unmodified fog
conditions in the cell. The same absorption coefficient is used deriving
Nf from Eq. (B-7). Figure B-26 shows that our experimental system measured
molecular absorption (CO2 diluted with N2 ) induced thermal distortion that
was consistent with the classical, empirical model of Eq. (B-6). Furthermore,
when the relative humidity of the cell was forced to near saturation but no
fog droplets were present, we again measured thermal distortion that was yell
described by the molecular absorption model. However, in this case, the
dominate absorption coefficient resulted from water vapor.

The breakdown of the empirical model is dramatically displayed in Fig.
B-26 for data collected when fog was the dominate absorber in the cell.
During these conditions P was increased, v was decreased or cabs was increased
to force larger values of Nf. But rather than observing increased thermal
distortion, we measured increasingly better propagation. We were able to
deliver up to 10,000 times more peak intensity to the target than would be
expected based on the linear absorption due to the fog at low intensities.
The enhanced propagation resulted from forced vaporization of the droplets,
enabling increased transmission and decreased thermal distortion. The
following discussion will enable us to differentiate between the two effects.

2. Are1  ,

The extent of decreased thermal distortion is illustated in Fig. B-27
which shows the ratio of the area in the i/e intensity contour of the undis-
torted beam to the distorted profile. The data is plotted as a function of
the same Nf used in Fig. B-26. The empirical model is used in this case to
indicate the approximate parametric form of Arel for molecular absorption
induced thermal distortion. The data shows significantly less thermal
blooming than expected. However, no new parametric dependencies on Nf are
observed due to the fact that many different P, v, and fog conditions were
utilized during these measurements. We stress at this point that Nf based
on the urnmodified fog characteristics is no longer a Food measure of para-
metric effects.

3. Pre
S 'rel

We display the amount of enhanced transmission through the fog in Fig.
B-23. Prel' which is defined as the power transmitted to the target plane
through the i/e intensity contours of the distorted beam in proportion to the
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undistorted beam, is given as a function of the unmdified optical thickness

of the fog, oextL. This parameter should illustrate extinction of the beam

independent of the thermal distortion mechanism. Our measurements show that

propagation of a beam with sufficient power to force droplet vaporization

provides increased transmission, and that the unmodifiel fog extinction

coefficient is no longer useful for parameterization.

4. Spectrophone Corrected Irel

During some of our data runs, we successfully operated the spectrophone
in conjunction with the other diagr.ostics. The spectrophone measures pressure
waves induced in the ambient gas resulting from absorbed energy that goes
into gas heating and is not sensitive to that absorbed energy which is used
to vaporize particles. Therefore, the effective absorption coefficient
measured by the spectrophone ignores the unmodified fog parameters and responds
directly to the average effective absorption coefficient of the fog as
actively modified by the high power beam. It is this modified fog absorption'
coefficient which causes distortion. The spectrophone measurements are cali-
brated by comparing signals recorded during CO2 , molecular absorption,
blooming experiments with signals from the fog experiments. A simple,
geometric argument is used to account for blooming induced changes in beam
radius at the spectrophone location. The effective, modified fog absorption
coefficient is utilized to calculate new values of Ire, and Nf. The results
are compared in Fig. B-29 with the same parameters based on the unmodified fog
characterization. The spectrophone corrected Irel measurements agree with the
empirical model, and this fact supports our code calculations that show:
thermal blooming induced by fog agrees with the empiric&l model if the
appropriate modified absorption coefficient within the beam is known.

5. Direct Comparison with Code

The measured Arel and Prel values were compared directly with the modified
nonlinear propagation code taking into account vaporization. The results
are shown in Figs. B-30 and B-31. We find very little correlation between
the measurements and the code predictions. A similar problem was encountered
when we attempted to parameterize the measurements by the (P/va) modifiedl
absorption coefficients predicted by the code study. The scatter is too
great to draw any useful conclusions. Without further extended measurements
and code exercises, we cannot determine whether the dominate uncertainty lies
in the code predictions or in the experimental measurements.
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SECTION BIV

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a scaled experimental investigation of high power
laser propagation effects in fog. The beam was sufficiently powerful to
vaporize much of the fog. As a result we observed transmission enhanced
beyond expected levels and less thermal distortion than would be normally
predicted. The standard empirical model used to describe thermal blooming
was found inadequate when based on the standard fog absorption coefficient.
However, if a new absorption coefficient was identified for the actively
modified fog by use of a spectrophone, then the empirical model agreed with
the measurements.

In support of the measurements we have developed a nonlinear propaga-

tion code that takes into account fog vaporization forced by the high power
beam. The code predicts enhanced transmission and decreased thermal distor-

tion. Some simplified scaling for the modified fog parameters has been
identified, and as in the experiments when the modified absorption coefficient
was used as a parameter, the validity of the empirical model was retained.
So as verified by spectrophone measurements and detailed code calculations
a useful, simplified parametric scaling law has been identified for high
power propagation through fog. To describe thermal distortioa Eq. B-33, the
beam modified fog absorption coefficient, is used in conjunction with Eqs. B-6
and B-7;vwhile to predict enhanced transmission Eq. B-31 may be utilized in Eq. B-32.
Finally, some inconsistencies were found for a detailed comparison between
the absolute code predictionsand the experimental measurements. But with
the studies limited to this report we have not been able to identify whether
the dominant uncertainties lie in the new code or in the experimental mea-
surements. Further effort should be extended to resolve these questions.
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SECTION BV

I SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

In this closing section we list items that should be considered to aid
in the resolution of remaining quewtIQns vith respect to high pover laser
propagation through fog:

1. The modified code should be exercised over a much broader
range of conditions. This would aid in identification of
additional simplified scaling possibilities, and identifi-
cation of real-scale system capabilities.

2. Additional experiments should be conducted to investigate
limits on the validity of the modified absorption coefficient
modeling and the parametric dependencies of aerosol induced
blooming.

3. Additional fog characterization should be 'nitiated for direct
characterization of the droplet population width and distribution.

4. The code should be modified to account for fog droplet
populations of variable width and distribution.

5. In an attempt to further model real-scale meteorological
conditions, experiments should be conducted with fogs activated
by hygroscopic nuclei.

S6. Code modifications should be developed to predict the effectsj of high power beams on fogs with hygroscopic nuclei.

51
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TABLE I

Comparison of experimental parameters and approximate field conditions.
P is poaer; a is the l/e intensity radius of the beam; L is the path-
length; I is the intensity, v is the velocity, W, is the product of
the absorption coefficient and pathlength; Nf is the thermal distortion
scaling parameter for a focused bee~m (defined in text); r is the fog
droplet radius; C is the fog droplet concý.anýation; and m is the total
water mass density of the fog. i -

LAB FIELD

Nondimensional
Propagation
Parameters

F = 8.0 8.3
aL = 1-5 1-5

NF 20-200 20-200

* Physical
Propagation
Parameters

P/va = 40-200 P/va 71-286
P a 3kW
a = 1.5 cm --

L a lo3 cm 2 x 105 cm

v2 = 10-50 cm/s 50-200
Ch2  = 0 10-14 W-2/3
Oj(jitter) = 0 10 prad

Fog Parameters

r 2 x 10-4 cm 2 x 10-4 cm
C * 3-17 x 104 cr-3  1.7-8.4 x 102 cr-3

m = 1-5.7 gm/m 3  0.0056-0.028 gm/m 3

visibilitý, 6.47 x 102 cm- 3.24 x i03 1.3 x lo5 cm - 6.4 x 105
(6328 •)

Very Dense Generated Fog Light to Medium
Naturel Fog
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TABLE II

FAJNGE OF PARAMETERS USED IN ACTUAL EXPERIMENTS

Power = 0.89 - 6.2 kW

Beam radius (1/e) = 1.45 - 1.66

Absorber Length = 1000 cm,

Length to detectors * 1172 cm

Bear. quality = 1.76 - 4.79

Fresnel number = 2.6 - 7.9

Velocity 15 - 46 cm/s

Fog absorption coefficient (10.6 um) = 0.74 - 4.26 x 10-3 cm- 1

Fog droplet radius, typical 2.0 urm

I
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TABLE III

PROPAGATION TM-OUGHI NONVOIATILE FOG

Foggy Atmosphere

Linear Problem: r =2 x 10-4 cm

Qext = 3.07 x o-0

( C = 207 cm-3

ext (Eq. 4) -- 8.0 x 10- 6 cml-

L = 2 x l05 cm
V i/Io (Eq. 2) = 0.20

Nonlinear Problem: r = 2 x 10-1 cm

Qabs = 2.54 x i0-1
C = 207 cm-3

aabs (Eq. l0) = 6.6 x 1o-6 cm-I

F =8.3

v = 200 cm/s

z = 2 x 10 5 cm

P/va = 71.4 W/cm2 S

NF (Eq. 7) - 25.7

o Irel (Eq. 6) = 0.0237

Clear Atmosphere

Linear Problem: a 9 Qabs 2 2 x 106 cnr 1,, • •~~~~~ext ••b 06c"

"2 x i05 cm

ole lI/Io (Eq. 2) = 0.67

SNonlinew " robl4.: Qabs QF 2 x 10-6 cm-I

F, a, v, z P as above

?A- (Eq. 7) x-o.

T* re2 (Eq. 6) - 0.135
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TABLE IV

PARAMETER VARImTIONS OF FIGS. 8-10 .

Fixed: = 8.75 x 1077 OCI

Z = 103 cm

n a 1.0

p = 1.18 x0 cm-3

c a 1.0 J/g 0C
p

a 1= l.5 cm

F 4 .79

Varied:

Power Velocity Initial Drop Radius Concentration,.(j••_w) ( cms )L_ (ur) _(.cm3)...

4

0.5 10 It.7 3.5 x 10

) 
4,.0 x )

1.0 20 1.9

2.0 30 2.1 4.5 x 10

4.0 40 2.3 5.0 x 10

50 2.5 5.5 x lo

F''

kra - t ~~~I.dM~l.*~.. ~- - - .
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TABLE V

AEROSOL GENMA1TOR DFCISION PROCESS

"Approximate Geometric J

Standard Deviation*
Lof Poulation 2pe of Generator Comment

1 1.05 Berglund vibrating orafice Too few per second

1.05 to 1.15 Spinning disc Too few per second and
primary droplets too
large

""1.2 Atomizer with impactor Droplets too small and
and evaporative control typically used with oil

rather than water

1.4 to 1.8 Atomizer with impactor Droplets too small

* 1.8 to 2.0 Immersed ultrasonic transducer Too few per second

1.5 to 3.0 Atomizer with acoustic field Adequate production
rate, size range and
operating pressures.

The geometric standard deviation is the radius of the 84.1 point to the radius
& of the 50 percent point on the cumulative distributions of the droplet

population. For example, if the geometric standard deviation is 1.0 then
Y all droplets have the same size.

pd

?J

I
I.... .
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TABLE VI

SVECT'0PHONE COM010FSVTS

Micrcphone Elect;c-unic Absclute Fres•ru/re

Noise (Total A-weightel) 30 db 6.3 x 10-3 B

(Squiva3.nt 1 kliz) 6.5 x 10-5 uB/,/'H

,Dstortion (3% TWD) 120 Z2b 2,-3 x 10 2 IB

Response (He JV/pB for -70 d1 + 3 3.2 x 10-4 V,/lB

50-.2 k/1z)

Dynamic Range 90 db 3.2 x 10i
4-

Pre_ am. iAtir (L381A )

Equivalent Input Noise
(total, 10-10 kHz) 0.5 0V 1.6 x 10 O.B

(at I kHz) 5.5 nV/7'ki"
0.35 pA/ v-• 5.4 x 10" B /AFi-

at RL 4 7 kSa

Dynaaic Range (measured) > 10 4

Lock-In-Amplifier (Ithaco 391)

Noise (Typical nt 1 kHz) 5 nV/,¶Ii-
0.03 pA/Vffi, 1.6 z ).0o• .aB/,z

at 50 9

Bandwidt (Selectable!) 001-100 Hz
Averagiug tine 1.25 S - 125 S

Accuracy 1%

?Frequency 5 500 Hz

Stability O.1%

Relative to 2 x 10 lAB

- .

~t...4..' .-- .. ,--
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RATIO OF ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING EFFICIENCIES

H20 DROPLET

x 10.6 urm

100

Oabslsca 10

I.o
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I ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY
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fTEMPERATURE CHANGE INDUCED IN ATMOSPHERE

UNIFORM BEAM

ps5 kW
'. 2cm

F II i
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r2,um
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I 1.0
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R77-922578 - 2 FIG, B-6
CODE PREDICTIONS WITH SATURABLE FOG ABSORBER

P - O. kW v 33@m/9
aei - 1.45 cm r -JA i•l~

a, - 0.346 am C -4.55.1 04 cm-3

WINO VECTOR- - 4

2 2-

0- -- I"NS "

-2-5

-2 I I-41

-2 -1 0 1 2 -4 -2 0 2
x/af xlsf

PHASE DISTRIBUTION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

(10% CONTOURS ABOUT OMAX) (10% CONTOURS ABOUT I p)

1.0

0.8

0.4

0.4- PREL

0.2

0.2-

-4 -2 0 2 0 2 4 6

X/af r/af

TRANSVERSE INTENSITY PROFILE INTEGRATED INTENS!TY
(THROUGH I p)

77-07-6-1
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R77-922578-2 CODE PREDICTIONS WITH SATURABLE FOG ABSORBER

P- 4.0 kW v-33gmis
al. 1.45 cm r - 2.1awM

of - 0.346 am C - 4.55x104 em-3

IWIND VECTOR 6

k4

Ii2 2-

Y/f 0 -2
1 3

-22

-2 -1 0 1 1 -6

--PHASE DSTRIBUTION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

S(10% CONTOURS ABOUT 0 MAX) (10% CONTOURS ABOUT I p)

1.00.8 -

0.8 0.6

0.6.

0.6 PREL

0.44
.0.4

0.20

-7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 0 2 4 6 8

x/of r/af

TRANSVERSE INTENSITY PROFILE (THROUGH Ip) INTEGRATED INTENSITY

77-07-4-2
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CODE PREDICTIONS WITH SATURABLE FOG ABSORBER

FMPIRICAL MODEL WITH NONVOLATILE ABSORBER

CODE WITH P VARIABLE; v : 33CM IS. r , 2.1 j., C - 4.55x10
4 CrM

O CODE WITH v VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW. r * 2.1 pmn, C 4.55x104 cm- 3

A CODE WITH r VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW, v - 33cm/S C- 4.55x104 cm-3

1 2 RANGE OF CODE WITH C VARIABLE: PK- 2.23 kW. v - 33Cn/ S. r 2.1 P"

A-A

i I I I I

1 2
A

IREL

10-1

1002 101 102

Nf

77--06--274-7?
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CODE PREDICTIONS WITH SATURABLE FOG ABSORBER

I,..- EMPIRICAL MODEL WITH NONVOLATILE ABSORBER

* CODE WITH 0 CODE WITH P VARIABLE; 33 cm/scm IS, r - 2.1 jrn. C 4.550040M-4 ,

o CODE WITHy VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW, r - 2.f1pm, C - 4.55004 cm-3

A CODE WITH r VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW, v 33Cm/S, C 4.55x1o4 cm-3

Co CODE WITH C VARIABLE: P - 2.23 kW. v - 33 cm/S. r - 2.1 Ojn

I oI ' I I I ]
I3

AREL 101

-- I

lo10 101 102

Nf

77-06-274-01 •-
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CODE PREDICTIONS WITH SATURATED FOG ABSORBER

EMPIRICAL MODEL WITH NONVOLATILE ABSORSER

* CODE WITH P VARIABLE. v - 33cm /S, r = 2.1 W, C - 4.55X10
4 cm-3

o CODE WITHy VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW, r - 2.1 /jm, C - 4.55x10 4 Cm 3 -3

* CODF WITH r VARIABLE; P - 2.23 kW,v - 33cm/S, C - 4.55x10
4 Cm-3

O) CODE WITH C VARIABLE: P , 2.23 kW. v 33 cm!S, r - 2.1 Am'

PREL 10-1

10-2 _ ,

0 1 2 3 4 L

" ??-7-06--274--9
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APPLICATION OF MODIFIED SCALING TO CODE PREDICTIONS

SEMPIRICAL GAS MODEL

0 CODE PREDICTIONS OF 5i(. 9 WITH MODIFIED SCALING

100

0 •- -1

AREL 10-1

10-2 - l . 2
100 101 102

N~f
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FIG. B-13

HIGH-POWER CROSS-BEAM AMPLIFIER

ý!~F TUNING CIRCUIT
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AEROSOL PROPAGATION CELL

INPUT WINDO

SPCROPHONE

HUMICITY SENSOR-~

FOG HARCTERZATON DAGNSTI
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FIG. B-17
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AEROSOL GENERATOR
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TWO WAVELENGTH EXTINCTION RATIO

H 2 0 DROPLET

5
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RATIO OF SCATTERING INTENSITIES

X - 6328A
H20 DROPLET

MONODISPERSE

1(60l 10)

1.0
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RATIO OF SCATTERING INTENSITIES
O

X - 6328A

H20 DROPLET

ZOLD DISTRIBUTION
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SPECTROPHONE ELECTRONICS

+3V +18V
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FIG B-25
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
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FIG B-27

MEASURED FOG INDUCED THERMAL DISTORTION
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HIGH POWER BEAM TRANSMISSION THROUGH FOG
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FOG INDUCED THERMAL DISTORTION WITH SPECTROPHONE CORRECTION
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FOG INDUCED THERMAL DISTORTION
MEASUREMENTS COMPARED WITH CODE
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TRANSMISSION THROUGH FOG

MEASUREMENTS COMPARED WITH CODE
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